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5.5% WAGE GUIDE RETAINED
Cease-Fire
Link Asked
By Rogers

A

)ourt Denies
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On Abortion

But Some Leeway
Seen in Future
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mission by April 30 unless an in- Vietnamese delegation to the Joint Military Commission were injured in the incident, two'seriously.': necticut and Ohio.
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F o r e i g n Secretary Mitchell
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Sources at the command said Vietnam.
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t h r o u g h peaceful, political mind.".
said Mel Meyer, city traffic en- The advisory committee' follow suit.
100 of the women ransacked a "Now, I must say that I can- means. "If the performance on However, he would not dis gineer. "The railroads have en- recommendation says:
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egates were housed, set fire to Vietnamese would hide prison- ly superior to that of the other resumption of heavy bombing I viding solutions than we.
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havior requires c o n t i n u i n g expansion by making It more
North Vietnamese uniforms and ers on us," Kissinger said in an that it tends to achieve moral North Vietnam, saying, "I hav
"Documented Problem"
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The U.S. air war over Cam- casting Co.
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said. He said he thought the "Then he will call me In, go fairs now.
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ty, said the jacket was found
year with an amendment bar- extension of stop-gap funding
near where the backwaters in
ring obligations after April 30 for foreign aid and the departthe camping area flow into the
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has released some J4-5 billion In cation and Welfare.
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opment.
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